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Abstract

Authored by the teaching staff of T-560: Meeting the Challenge of Individual Differences at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, this article reflects on potential applications of universal design for learning (UDL) in university courses, illustrating major points with examples from T-560. The article explains the roots of UDL in cognitive neuroscience, and the three principles of UDL: multiple means of representing information, multiple means of expressing knowledge, and multiple means of engagement in learning. The authors also examine the ways UDL has influenced their course goals and objectives, media and materials, teaching methods, and assessment techniques, including discussion groups, lectures, textbooks, and the course website. The authors emphasize the ongoing developmental nature of the course and UDL principles as tools or guidelines for postsecondary faculty, rather than a set of definitive rules. UDL is proposed as a way to address diversity and disabilities as constructs of individuals and their environment in higher education classrooms.

Universal design, although well established in architecture and other domains, is relatively new to K-12 education and even newer to higher education. Universal design involves designing products, buildings, or environments so they can be used readily by the widest possible range of users. Although, this concept of universal design is now familiar to many educators, its application in education lags far behind its application in the built environment. We believe this lag reflects an important reality: The idea of universal design transfers readily from the built environment to the learning environment, but its principles and techniques do not.

In this paper, we will clarify the differences between applying universal design in these two contexts, illustrating the principles of what we call universal design for learning. To illustrate some of these principles in action in higher education, we will describe the university course for which the authors are the faculty and teaching assistants. First, however, we will make some distinctions between terms that are sometimes confused: assistive technology, universal design, and universal design for learning.

Assistive technologies are technologies that are specifically designed to assist individuals with disabilities in overcoming barriers in their environment. Some relatively “low-tech” assistive technologies (e.g., canes, wheelchairs, eyeglasses) have been in place for over a century, but the addition of “high-tech” assistive technologies over the last three decades has often provided the most dramatic impact on higher education experiences for students with disabilities, while capturing the attention of the public. Examples of these newer technologies include such devices as electronic mobility switches and alternative keyboards for individuals with physical dis-
abilities; computer screen enlargers and text-to-speech readers for individuals with visual disabilities; electronic sign language dictionaries and cochlear implants for individuals who are hard of hearing or deaf; and calculators, digital talking books, and spell-check devices for individuals with learning disabilities. Because they are designed for individual use, assistive technologies can be carefully engineered, fitted, and adapted to the specific strengths and functional limitations of an individual student. In that regard they are unique, personal (they travel with the individual), customized, and dedicated. While some of these assistive technologies are also popular with nondisabled members of the general public, they are typically designed to increase access and learning among people with disabilities and to remedy barriers or limitations in the built environment (e.g., the classroom, computers, printed books). Further the term assistive technology is rarely used to describe technology or equipment for nondisabled consumers.

Universal design focuses on eliminating barriers through initial designs that consider the needs of diverse people, rather than overcoming barriers later through individual adaptation. Because the intended users are whole communities, universally designed environments are engineered for flexibility and designed to anticipate the need for alternatives, options, and adaptations to meet the challenge of diversity. In that regard, designs are often malleable and variable rather than dedicated. They are not unique or personal, but universal and inclusive. Universal design is an ideal that is not yet met completely in practice.

Universal design for learning (UDL) is one part of the overall movement toward universal design. The term emphasizes the special purpose of learning environments—they are not created only to transmit information or to shelter, but are created to support and foster the changes in knowledge and skills that we call learning. While providing access to information or to materials is often essential to learning, it is not sufficient. UDL requires that we not only design accessible information, but also an accessible pedagogy. In general terms, pedagogy is the science of teaching and learning—the educational methods that skilled educators use to highlight critical features, emphasize big ideas, clarify essential relationships, provide graduated scaffolds for practice, model expert performance, and guide and mentor the apprentice (or student). All of these and more are what teaching is, and the measure of their success is what we call learning. The framework for UDL is based in findings from cognitive neuroscience that tell us about the needs of individual learners. It embeds accessible pedagogy into three specific and central considerations in teaching: the means of representing information, the means for students’ expression of knowledge, and the means of engagement in learning (for further details, see Rose and Meyer, 2002, and Rose, Meyer, and Hitchcock, 2005).

UDL Principles

The distinction between UDL and other domains of universal design is its focus on learning. The principles that are central to UDL reflect that focus, because they address access to the dynamic processes of teaching and learning, not access to the fixed structures of buildings, or even to information. As a result, the principles are different from the well-known principles for making the physical environment universally designed, as developed by Ron Mace (Bowe, 2000). While the idea of universal design shares the same ideological foundation in both learning environments and built environments, the principles and techniques for achieving universal design reflect the differences between them.

It should be noted that the principles of UDL are not guidelines. For the last three years, as part of a cooperative agreement with the U.S. Department of Education, the Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST) has been developing guidelines for UDL based on three overarching principles. Because CAST is a non-profit research and development organization dedicated to widespread implementation of universal design in education, the three principles and the UDL guidelines they support are derived not from architecture or product design, but from learning. The guidelines will soon be released publicly and may be found at http://www.cast.org.1 The principles of UDL that underlie these guidelines are discussed below.

Principle One: Multiple Means of Representation

Students differ in the ways that they perceive and comprehend information presented to them. At the extreme are students with disabilities (e.g., those who are blind or deaf), for whom some forms of presentation are completely inaccessible. More prevalent are students who, because of their particular profile of perceptual or cognitive strengths and deficits, find information in some formats much more accessible than others (e.g., students with dyslexia, aphasia, mental retardation). Even more common are students with atypical backgrounds in the dominant language, cognitive strategies, culture, or history of the average classroom who, therefore, face barriers in accessing information when presented in a manner that assumes a common background among all students. There is no common optimal means of representing information to address these diverse learners’ needs.
Principle Two: Multiple Means of Expression

Students differ in the ways they can navigate a learning environment and express what they know. Students do not share the same capacities for action within or across domains of knowledge. Some students have specific motor disabilities (e.g., cerebral palsy) that limit the kinds of physical actions they can take, as well as the kinds of tools that they can use to respond to or construct knowledge. Other students have adequate motor control but lack the ability to integrate action into skills (e.g., students with dysgraphia or the spelling challenges associated with dyslexia). Still others are skillful within a domain but lack the strategic and organizational abilities required to achieve long-term goals (e.g., students with executive function disorders or attention deficit disorder/attention deficit hyperactivity disorder [ADD/ADHD]). Moreover, many students are able to express themselves much more skillfully in one medium than in another (using drawing tools or video editing as opposed to writing and reading print, for example).

Making sure there are alternatives for students’ means of expression is only one aspect of UDL as applied to expression. It is also essential to ensure that there are accessible alternatives in the various scaffolds and supports provided for student learning. That means providing alternatives in mentoring, modeling various scaffolding that can gradually be released as students gain competency, and feedback that is essential to learning and growth. For example, scaffolds and supports at the postsecondary level can include review sessions, opportunities for students to receive feedback on project topics before they are submitted, and optional readings to address learners with different levels of prior knowledge (i.e., readings providing either background information or advanced discussion of course topics).

Thus, the second principle reflects the fact that there is no one means of expression that will be optimal for all students, nor one kind of scaffolding or support that will help them as they learn to express themselves. Multiple means are essential.

Principle Three: Multiple Means of Engagement

Students also differ markedly in the ways in which they are engaged or motivated to learn. Some students are highly engaged by spontaneity and novelty (e.g., students with ADD/ADHD), but others are disengaged or even frightened by those aspects in a learning environment (e.g., students with Asperger’s Syndrome or autism). Similarly, some students are engaged by risk and challenge in a learning environment, while others seek safety and support. Some are attracted to dynamic social forms of learning, and others shy away and recede from social forms. There is no one means of engaging students that will be optimal across the diversity that exists.

Lastly, it is not enough to merely engage students by external means. Students must develop the internal standards and motivation that will prepare them for successful work and future learning. The ways in which faculty teach the discipline and curiosity that their fields require, the often subtle rewards of accomplishment and choice, and many other aspects of disciplinary self-regulation—these too need to be modeled and supported in ways that are attainable by students with very different emotional and attitudinal histories.

The third principle reflects the fact that not all students are engaged by the same extrinsic rewards or conditions, nor do they develop intrinsic motivation along the same path. Therefore, alternative means of engagement are critical.

The Basis for the Principles

Why these three principles? The three principles reflect the basic neurology of the learning brain as described by many (see, e.g., Cytowic, 1996, and Luria, 1973). Broadly speaking, the principles reflect three general components: one that learns to recognize objects or patterns in the external environment, one that learns to generate effective patterns of action or response, and one that learns to evaluate the significance or importance of the possible patterns we encounter or generate. Each of these components is involved not only in learning generally, but in the functions that we call memory, language processing, problem solving, and thinking. A brief expansion of the three networks follows.

Recognition networks. Most of the posterior (back) half of the brain’s cortex is devoted to recognizing patterns (see, e.g., Farah, 2000, and Mountcastle, 1998).
Pattern recognition makes it possible to identify objects and events in the world on the basis of the visual, auditory, tactile, and olfactory stimuli that reach our receptors. For example, through these networks we learn the distinctive patterns that constitute a book, a dog’s bark, the smell of burning leaves, and so on. When we read, to take a more cognitive example, we recognize the patterns in letters, words, sentences, and even in an author’s style. When recognition systems in the posterior cortex are damaged or undeveloped, the brain’s capacity to know what things are - to recognize the meaning of objects, symbols, or signs - is compromised. From a neurological perspective there are many names for recognition problems, including the receptive aphasias (difficulty recognizing spoken words), the visual agnosias (difficulty recognizing objects that are seen), dyslexias (difficulty recognizing written words), amusia (difficulty recognizing the patterns in music), and so forth. Imaging studies on many types of recognition problems, including recent work on dyslexia, have revealed atypical patterns of posterior activation (Shaywitz, 2005).

Strategic networks. The strategic networks are areas of the brain that underlie our ability to plan, execute, and monitor skills and actions. They include those areas often referred to as “executive functioning.” The anterior part of the brain (the frontal lobes) primarily comprises the networks responsible for knowing how to do things, such as holding a pencil, riding a bicycle, speaking, reading a book, planning a trip, or writing a narrative. Actions, skills, and plans are highly patterned activities, requiring the frontal brain systems to generate such patterns. Working in concert with posterior recognition systems, frontal systems allow us to learn to read actively, to write, to solve problems, as well as to plan, execute, and complete compositions and projects (Fuster, 2002; Laiacona, Macchi, & Capitani, 2002). Damage or weakness in these frontal regions leads to problems that are called apraxias or dyspraxias in the neurological literature (i.e., problems in action or in planning for action). But these frontal systems are also critical for learning how to act on information. In reading, for example, one has to know how to look for patterns: how to look at the critical features of letters, how to “sound out” an unfamiliar word, how to look for the antecedent of a pronoun, and how to look for an author’s point of view. Not surprisingly, the frontal cortex lights up in skilled readers when they are reading texts (Sandak & Poldrack, 2004; Shaywitz & Shaywitz, 2004).

Affective networks. At the core of the brain (the extended limbic system) lie networks responsible for emotion and affect. Neither recognizing nor generating patterns per se, these networks determine whether the patterns we perceive matter to us and whether they are important, and then they help us decide which actions and strategies to pursue. They are not so critical in knowing how to recognize an apple, but in knowing whether an apple is important to us at the moment (see, e.g., Damasio, 1994; Lane & Nadel, 2000; LeDoux, 2003; Ochsner, Bunge, Gross, & Gabrieli, 2002; Panksepp, 1998). The affective networks, like strategic and recognition networks, are distinctive parts of a distributed system for learning and knowing (Lane & Nadel, 2002; LeDoux, 2003).

Under normal circumstance, like viewing a picture, affective networks underlie the fact that different aspects of the picture will strike different individuals as significant or meaningful. Those features will attract more attention, and be remembered better than others. For example, men and women differ in the details of what they attend to and remember in complex pictures (Barbarotto, Laiacona, Macchi, & Capitani, 2002). Every individual has a unique history, which affects somewhat what is important about a picture. Damage to the affective networks can impair the ability to establish priorities, select what we value or want, focus attention, or prioritize actions. These affective factors are a critical part of any act of learning (see Damasio, 1994, for example).

All three networks work together in learning, each contributing an essential part. What is important about this basic framework is that it continually reminds us of what must be done to ensure that learning is accessible to students. It is not enough merely to make classrooms or textbooks accessible. Successful learning environments require attention to three things: providing information and informational supports that are accessible to all students, providing ways of acting on information that are accessible to all students, and providing ways of engaging and motivating learning that are accessible to all students. The UDL principles reflect those three aspects in the design of learning environments.

Applications of UDL in a University Course

In this section we will illustrate attempts to apply the principles of UDL in an ongoing university course. Despite recent attention to universal design in higher education research and the Association on Higher Education And Disability (AHEAD, a professional organization for disability services providers), there has been a general lack of interdisciplinary attention on the part of postsecondary faculty. In particular, research and application still lags behind theory, and prevalent models are generally rooted in architectural principles of universal design rather than pedagogical and neuropsychological
research (see, e.g., McGuire, Scott, & Shaw, 2004). Discussion of UDL application in higher education courses is rare, especially at the graduate level. With these issues in mind, we will address four areas: the goals and objectives of the course, the media and materials that are used in the course, the course discussion groups, and the ways in which student progress is assessed.

We will describe our semester-long course called T-560: Meeting the Challenge of Individual Differences, offered at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. In the 2004-2005 academic year, 93 graduate students were registered (mostly master’s students but also some doctoral students), an enrollment that is quite large for Harvard’s school of education. The students who take the course are diverse in background and interests, and a significant number have cross-registered from other colleges (e.g., law, public health) or other universities (e.g., the Massachusetts Institute of Technology). In general, however, the majority of students come from three areas within the graduate school of education: human development (especially those interested in mind, brain, and education); technology in education; and teaching and curriculum development. Many students interested in disabilities and special education also take the course, although there are no particular degree programs or concentrations in those subjects at Harvard University.

From the outset, we acknowledge that T-560 is not a perfect demonstration of UDL. Many aspects of the course would fail to meet any standard for UDL. Like UDL itself, the course is a work in progress, not a destination. We offer our observations merely as travelers on a journey, and we look forward to your suggestions as fellow travelers. Furthermore, we encourage readers not to take our observations as rules or steps to follow. UDL emerges differently in different contexts. The ideas here are merely a set of starter tools, not a complete vision, and we expect to learn a great deal as we travel ahead and incorporate additional advice, research, and experiences.

Goals of T-560

Like many postsecondary courses, T-560 began with goals that were largely ambiguous. Set in the context of a university, the implicit goal was to teach information and ideas, specifically about applying neuroscience to education. Its methods were completely traditional, including lectures and readings that were selected to transfer facts and ideas from the instructor and authors to eager (and sometimes not so eager) students.

Over time that course content migrated somewhat, as did its instructional methods, and finally its goals. The current course description reads as follows:

In the era of No Child Left Behind and IDEA, the challenge of individual differences faces every teacher, administrator, and curriculum designer. The media and materials of the general education curriculum, once designed primarily for a narrow and illusive group of “regular” students, must now ensure results for students with a much wider range of abilities and disabilities. This course will explore recent advances that are critical to meeting this challenge. The first half of the course will address recent research in the neuroscience of learning—providing a new framework for understanding the range of individual differences that must be addressed. The second half will address recent advances in the design of educational media and technologies—advances that meet the challenge of individual differences through universal design.

With this basic information about the outline of the course, it is instructive to consider its goals from a UDL perspective, including consideration of three aspects of the goals, following the three primary principles of UDL.

First, there is the obvious goal: teaching information. The course is clearly intended to teach information on a variety of topics: neuroscience, learning in the brain, individual differences in the way our brains learn, the limits and strengths of various educational media for teaching, as well as the ways in which they can be individualized. This goal has remained fairly consistent over the last decade. The first principle of UDL reminds us that information must be presented in multiple ways in order for that goal to be achieved for a wide range of students.

But the UDL framework requires a broader understanding of goals and objectives. The framework reminds us that it is not enough for students to acquire information; they must also have some way to express what they have learned, and some way to apply that information as knowledge. Only in its expression is knowledge made useful. Thus, the goals for the course must also have an expressive component. It is not only important that students have information, but that they know how to apply the information in appropriate settings, including the kinds of work they will likely perform during their lives ahead. Thus, the second principle reminds us that there must be multiple means for expressing their knowledge, and multiple means for learning the skills that will underlie that expression.

The third UDL principle reminds us also that there is also an affective component to reaching any goal. While the explicit goals of a course tend to focus on the first two principles - the knowledge students will learn and the skills to express that knowledge - the third is just as critical. Students will never use knowledge they don’t care about, nor will they practice or apply skills they don’t find valuable. So, another goal of the course is affective. We want students to be fully engaged in learning the con-
tent, to be eager to apply what they know, to leave the course wanting to learn even more, and to want to apply their knowledge everywhere. Unfortunately, we currently do not evaluate this third goal systematically enough. As members of the teaching staff for T-560, we do conduct regular weekly “check-in” discussions with each other before and after classes to talk about our individual observations, engagements, or motivations with that week’s material, as well as any feedback or concerns from students. We informally assess student engagement through observation during classes and discussions, as well as through formal written course evaluations mandated by the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Yet, ongoing evaluation of engagement and motivation remains a challenge.

Applying UDL Principles to Course Lectures

Typical courses in universities are dominated by two types of media: lectures and textbooks. It is legitimate to ask whether such a prominent position is warranted: are lectures and textbooks effective media for instruction? Not surprisingly the answer is: it depends. While lectures and textbooks play an important role in instruction everywhere, both of them are ineffective for some students in all content areas, and for all students in some content areas.

While that caution is worth stating at the outset, we are not going to try to slay that dragon here. At this time, and for the immediate future, it is a given that universities will use lectures and textbooks as the predominant means of mass instruction. And so lectures and books are very central to T-560, too. For that reason, we will begin our discussion of the course materials with them, highlighting how they are modified and used within the context of UDL. But it is important to clarify that lectures and books are presented within a somewhat different overall context in our course. The lectures and readings, and other media and activities as well, are embedded within a course website that forms the primary “container” or “backbone” of the course. Elements of this site will be described throughout this section, and the site itself is discussed in more detail later.

First, it is important to reflect on the strengths of lectures. Why are they important in postsecondary education? What is important to capture or save in any form of alternative representation? The strengths of a lecture are derived from the enormous expressivity of the human voice. It is not the content or language itself - neither the semantics nor syntax - that is uniquely powerful; in fact, those aspects of a lecture are often conveyed more accessibly in a printed version of the lecture. What sets lectures apart is the enormous expressive capacity of spoken language, including its ability to stress what is significant and important, to clarify tone and intent, to situate and contextualize meaning, and to provide an emotional background. The feeble use of graphic equivalents to indicate significance (e.g., exclamation points and italics) cannot match the ability of spoken language to convey affect, such as irony or scorn, or to emphasize for clarity. This is why in reading a printed speech, the power of language usually evaporates for any audience (unless the speaker is a gifted reader or actor). Speech coaches usually discourage public speakers from reading speeches because the natural expressivity of spoken speech is difficult to mimic when text has been provided in written form. It is not only the sounds of speech that lend meaning, clarity, and emphasis. Many speeches and lectures are embedded in a full multimodal display. Good lecturers also use facial expression, gesture, and body motion to further convey meaning and affect. Moreover, lecturers frequently combine voice with additional media, such as slides from PowerPoint. Altogether, this is a rich multimedia experience that overpowers the expressive strength of written text.

For these reasons, and to meet the expectations of students and the university, lectures play an important role in T-560. Nevertheless, their limitations as an instructional medium are obvious. For some students (especially deaf students) they are, in their raw form, completely inaccessible. For many others the words are accessible because they can be heard and their meanings recognized, but they raise barriers of different kinds, stemming principally from high demands on linguistic and cognitive abilities, including memory, attention, and the amount of background knowledge they assume. We use multiple strategies in our efforts to overcome the limitations and differential demands that lectures present.

First, in deference to the first principle of UDL, we provide alternative representations of the lectures. We provide several types of alternatives differing in the kinds of problems they seek to address, the ease of implementation, and the kinds of technologies they require (from no tech to high tech). For example, the lecture’s content is made available in alternate sensory modalities. The university provides sign language interpreters whenever there is a deaf student or teaching assistant in the class (as there has been for the last three years). Good interpreters not only capture the semantics of what they hear, but through body movements, facial expressions, and gestures, they capture the affect and stress as well. The lecturer also attempts to also orally describe visuals. At this time, this is the only real adaptation of the lecture provided for students who are visually impaired or blind.
Second, we videotape each lecture in its entirety and place the video on the course website where it can be accessed at any time. This permanent recording of the lecture is an alternative representation that has several uses. For many students it is a minor convenience to be able to access the recording of the lecture at any time of day or night, and a good backup if they are late or absent from class. For other students, the information in online lectures is much more accessible than the live version. Students for whom English is a second language, or students with a wide variety of language-based disabilities, for example, find that the linguistic demands of understanding a live lecture are steep. For some of them, the flexibility of the video version is superior because it can be reviewed at any time to fill in gaps, stopped and started to hear difficult segments repeated, and even replayed in its entirety. Finally, for other students, the length and passivity of lectures and their demand for sustained attention and concentration are significant barriers that render lectures ineffective. Lectures are inherently evanescent and impermanent. The linear, one-time-only stream of a lecture is highly demanding on concentration and executive abilities. Lapses are inevitable and create difficult-to-repair gaps in a lecture’s structure and meaning. For some students, therefore, the online video presentation is especially helpful because it allows them to articulate the larger whole of the lecture into manageable chunks, or to replay segments that have been missed during lapses in concentration or attention. In truth, however, the videos of lectures are not used that much by the typical student in T-560. They are a fallback that is essential for some students, but way too time consuming, low in quality, and passive for most. It is interesting and important to note, for example, that in spite of all lectures being available on the course website (and thus very convenient for viewing anytime any where), students overwhelmingly come to class anyway.

Third, and perhaps most interesting, we collect student notes from the lecture and display them for everyone enrolled in T-560. This may seem both time consuming and redundant (especially in light of the online video availability), but we have found this very simple technique to be enormously beneficial, and a wonderful example of the unexpected benefits of universal design. While it is possible to have volunteer or paid notetakers as an accommodation for students with disabilities, we have found that to be unsatisfactory in many instructive ways. In brief, “professional notetaker” is a misnomer, given that notetakers are typically first-time students in the course and their own skills at making sense of things are highly variable. Since their background knowledge, interests, and learning preferences often differ considerably from those of the “disabled” student for whom they are taking notes, their notes are often poorly directed, sampled, or leveled. Instead, we have hit upon a very simple alternative. Each week, several students (in our case, five or six per lecture) are responsible for taking notes of the lecture, including whatever discussion takes place. Within several days after the lecture, they are required to send their notes to a teaching assistant, who posts them on the course website. The notes are then available to everyone, whether a student has a disability or not. While the notes are not graded, they are required as part of students’ participation grades.

There are several unexpected benefits of this notetaking process. First, the notes are more universally designed than the lecture itself; that is to say, different students capture and express very different content from the lecture and they represent it in very different ways. In addition, despite being ungraded, students are highly engaged with the notes, responding to student notes in online discussions on the course website and using them as examples during class lecture. The variance in T-560 notes is astonishing. Some students post notes that are almost perfect linear outlines of the lecture. Some are very short and succinct with bullet outlines only, while others are much longer, more expressive, and expansive. Others are different in kind. For example, some students do not outline the talk at all and are much more anecdotal than taxonomic, capturing more of the “stories” of the lecture than its structure. That is only the beginning of the variation. Some students take very graphic notes instead of ones that rely primarily on text. Their notes range from doodles that accompany text, to heavy use of illustration and visual highlighting that clarify and connect parts of the text, to notes that are literally superimposed on the PowerPoint slides of the lecture, to full-scale visual representations of the main ideas and concepts in the lecture that have almost no words, just labels. The latter are often a big hit with other students, who find them immediately a strong complement to the outline view. With students’ permission, we use Figures 1, 2, and 3 to show samples of student notes from the same lecture on strategic and motor networks; they illustrate some of the diversity of student notetaking in T-560.

A second benefit derives from the public posting of the notes. Students, seemingly already engaged with the notes, recognize that their notes are about to become public to their peers. As a result, they often enhance the notes in various ways: bringing in additional information, commentary, or questions; adding images or drawings; adding multimedia (like video or sound); or preparing the notes in a particularly cogent and clear way. We never have requested this kind of enhancement. Instead, there is a natural contagion of enthusiasm among the notetakers who, of course, view notes from the previous
Figure 1. Example of student notes displaying graphic handwritten style of notetaking.
Figure 2. Example of student notes displaying notetaking with a traditional typed outline and bullet-point style.

T560 Notes - Individual Differences in Neural Networks: Strategic Networks  
3/1/2005

- Reprise: Recognition Networks (review from last week)
  - Connectivity between neurons matters most in cortex (more than amount of neurons itself)
- The Problem of Ruth: Individual Differences I: Perfect Pitch
  - Perfect Pitch (a.k.a. Absolute Pitch): people with it have enlarged area (on left side) devoted to pitch (about 1 in 1000 people have it)
    - Person with Perfect Pitch recognizes voice (like all of us) but also knows what pitch it is
    - Automatic recognition—they don’t think about it
    - They recognize when pitch is transposed
  - Issue of Disability
    - Ruth feels not knowing pitch is a disability—it seems so simple to her
    - Context is everything when thinking about disability
      - Course about interface between people and their contexts
        - E.g. other places in which Ruth has problems
      - Question arises: Is it all biology? Is it all learning?
        - Answer: It’s impossible to tell
          - Perfect Pitch is a developmental phenomena; it needs to be shaped and molded; it’s sculpted by the environment
          - More infants have Perfect Pitch than adults
          - Perfect Pitch is quite different among individuals in different populations
  - Meeting the Challenge of Individual Differences:
    - Provide Multiple Means of Representation
    - Pay attention to how we’ll represent information: any single representation will not work well for everyone

- Strategic Networks
  - Frontal lobe
    - Six-layered, neocortex, pattern generation device; it organizes movement so that you can move intentionally; all about taking action; sends neurons so that muscles can move
    - Back section: prompts twitches, very small motor movements
      - When its damaged: some sorts of paralysis
        - Spastic paralysis: reflexes that are too strong
    - Second section: organizes twitches to make actual movement
      - When its damaged: unable to make skilled, intentional actions (e.g. shooting jump shot, walking, talking)
    - Prefrontal cortex: organizes movements/skills above into longer, strategic movements; intentional acts of planning
      - When its damaged: absence of prefrontal cortex leads to inability to use eyes strategically to answer different questions
  - Picture recognition:
    - Back part of brain recognizes
Figure 3. Example of student notes displaying a style of notetaking that mixes clip art graphics, Internet links, and typed text.

T-560 March 1, 2005
Last Week: Recognition Networks
This Week: Strategic and Motor Networks

The 1st Problem of Ruth
A story of individual differences

David’s wife Ruth has perfect pitch. (Try this Perfect Pitch Test to see if you do, too!) That means she codes musical notes ‘in absolutes.’ When a note is played, she can name it without having any other notes to relate it to. Her auditory cortex probably “lights up” more than David’s. Compared to Ruth, David is disabled in the perfect pitch department, along with the other thousand (or ten thousand according to this Absolute Pitch website) of us ‘relative pitch consumers’ for every perfect pitcher, like Ruth.

Q: How does this story apply to UDL?
A: Because this class is about the interface between people and their contexts.

In the context of church Ruth’s interface with singing/music/pitch makes her appear disabled, or at least unable, compared to David’s interface with singing/music/pitch as he lifts his voice with gusto.

Questions to Consider
Q: How does perfect pitch change depending on the environment?
Q: Why would some people have perfect pitch and others not?
Q: Are there trade-offs or balances between abilities and disabilities?
lecture as a way of preparing to take their own. They learn, in fact, to take better notes by informally mentoring each other.

Lastly, the point of universal design becomes clear to every student quickly, as the kinds of notes they take and what they “learn” from a given lecture often differ greatly from the person sitting next to them. Even though the lecture conveys ostensibly the exact same content for all 93 students, its reception is highly variable. Students perceive, understand, and prioritize very different things within the same lecture. This is often especially interesting (and a big relief) to students who have been told they “cannot” take notes because of a disability (e.g., having a learning disability or brain injury, being deaf or hard of hearing). While initially dreading this aspect of the course requirement because of preexisting beliefs about what constitutes “good” or “acceptable” notes, they often quickly realize that their notes will be as “good” as their classmates’ notes. Last year, one student told a T-560 teaching assistant that she felt more like a true member of the class, learned a lot about herself, and gained new insights into her learning disability and what it meant for her learning, simply because of the T-560 notetaking system.

Thus far, we have talked about three different representations of the lecture: an alternative sensory presentation, like ASL; a re-viewable alternative in the form of web-based videos; and multiple notes shared among students. There are many other ways to provide alternative means of support within a lecture. We will provide one more example.

Cognitively, a lecture places many demands on students. For example, a lecture’s structure is generally much more implicit than its textual counterpart. Missing are the explicit reviewable divisions into visible chunks like sentences, paragraphs, and chapters; the structural support provided by explicit and multiple levels of headers; and the use of white spaces and page layouts to emphasize structure. Good lecturers use a variety of techniques to make their structure more explicit and memorable, and to reduce the cognitive load in other ways (e.g., by using a great deal more repetition than editors of written text would tolerate, by explicitly stating the structure of the talk early and often, and by explicitly summarizing where the argument has come so far).

In T-560, as in other courses, we seek to provide cognitive and structural supports during the lecture. PowerPoint slides, for example, are a nearly constant accompaniment. We use slides in two primary ways. First, the slides are used to clarify and make explicit the structure of the talk. Most teachers of public speaking rightly criticize the overuse of slides in “bullet point” mode, where speakers essentially read their slides to the audience, often to the detriment of content and meaning (for a discussion of these concerns, see Tufts, 2003). Even though we are sometimes guilty of that as well, PowerPoint slides are most frequently used in T-560 to introduce a new topic or to summarize a previous section. That is, they provide the structure, but not the substance of the presentation.

During the main part of lecture presentations, the slides are primarily graphic or visuals: They are an alternate representation of the content and a complement to it, rather than a restatement of what has been said verbally. In particular, we attempt to use slides that capture the power of graphic images over text, including the ability to clarify and emphasize relationships between facts, concepts, ideas, principles, and processes. The primary power of images is exemplified well in a graph. A quick glance at a graph provides a rich and explicit exposition of the relationships between several variables or sets of things. Providing that same exposition through words is extremely labor intensive, and often too opaque. Other images, a photograph or video, have the same privileged capacity to convey relationships of interest. For example, an elephant’s size relative to a zebra’s is much easier to convey in an image than in words. In addition, we try to provide a structural context within slides – a header at the top of a graphic slide, for example. The header is a reminder, an element of structure, to students that we are looking at examples of “good website design” or “the limits of sound.” In a more subtle way than bullet points, in this way we hope to provide structural supports that help students follow and make meaning of the presentation.

These and other means are used to make lectures more accessible to a wide variety of students. In our impression, most students like these alternatives, whether or not they have any disabilities that require their use. In that way, they are good universal designs when taken as a whole.

Discussion Groups and UDL

Discussions are often seen as a supplement to lectures or a complement to assigned texts. For some students, especially students with learning disabilities, the format of small-group discussions is more accessible than lectures or books. The highly interactive nature of small groups (when facilitated correctly) overcomes the passivity of lectures and books, makes material more relevant and engaging for many, and provides the potential for complex active group-based construction of knowledge rather than simple delivery of information. For those reasons, and many others, it is beneficial to provide dis-
discussion groups as components in any course – both as a complement and as an alternative to the other media. Yet small group discussions are a limited medium for some students. With this in mind, we apply UDL principles to discussion groups using the approaches discussed below.

First, students may choose among different discussion groups offered during the week. In addition, all discussion groups are optional – students may choose any, all, or none, although it is one of several ways to fulfill participation requirements (notetaking, as mentioned above, is another). In practice, some students come to many sessions, some to only a few, and some to none. The sessions differ in several cognitively meaningful respects; however, we have noticed that some students base their choices on the entirely social aspects of who is in the group or who is leading it.

There are “review” sessions, where new information is not typically presented, but where students have an opportunity to ask questions about the material for the week, participate in guided review discussions of the week’s content, discuss implications or highlights of the material, express concerns, and so forth. These are ideal for students who find the content of readings or lectures either too challenging or too abstract. It is also a good place for students to inquire about gaps in background knowledge they are missing (e.g., some students who are not K-12 teachers may want to know more about lesson plans when we talk about designing curricula).

An alternative is sessions that are called “advanced.” In the advanced sessions, the teaching staff assume students have already read and understood the material for the week and, therefore, discuss something that extends or challenges that material, connecting it more deeply to other knowledge or ideas. In these sessions an additional relevant reading is assigned that is provocative, new, stimulating, controversial, or even contrary to material otherwise presented in the course. Students must read the extra reading before coming to class. Typically about 10 – 15 percent of students show up for these kinds of sessions in a given week, although about 25 percent of students participate in them over the course of the semester. These are ideal sessions for students who find the lectures or readings too elementary or concrete.

Another way in which the discussions differ is in the medium for participation. Each week students may choose to join either a face-to-face group or an entirely online discussion group (offered as a component of the course website). Students differ significantly in terms of the kinds of discussions they consistently prefer. Some students join only face-to-face groups, never participating online. Others choose just the opposite. And some come randomly or “attend” both types.

We have not done research to understand the basis of students’ choices. Some things seem obvious though. Students with dyslexia tend to come to face-to-face sessions, rather than writing online. Students who are constitutionally or culturally “shy” seem to choose the online discussions. What is clear is that the medium very significantly biases student participation. Without the opportunity to participate in discussions online, many students are underrepresented in their ability to show what they know, or they experience barriers to engaging in meaningful dialogues about the course material.

By providing options, multiple means for those discussions, we have found higher rates and quality of engagement in these aspects of the course. In our review of the past year, we came to the conclusion that all our sessions, live and online, would be enhanced by providing specific topics or activities that made them more coherent. As a result, for next year, we will try to use the discussion sections to emphasize an alternative way of engaging in the course content by using case studies.

Textbooks and Universal Design for Learning

Books (and other texts) are not a promising foundation for UDL because they are inherently inflexible. The product of mass production, they are designed with a uniform display and identical content for every student. In addition, most books are delivered to colleges and universities in print, a technology that is particularly difficult to modify, and thus, to meet the needs of many students with disabilities. As a result, books as they are presently delivered create barriers rather than opportunities for many students. Nevertheless, they are popular in universities (and we like them for their virtues, not their liabilities), so in T-560 we use books. For the most part, we use books in typical ways: Three or four books are assigned and suggested for purchase, with others on a recommended list. Two are textbooks, and the others are trade books or topical readings on education, media, and neuroscience.

When the reading list is distributed, students notice one thing immediately - the two textbooks seem to cover the same exact topic of introductory cognitive neuroscience. Moreover, the syllabus recommends that students purchase and read only one of them. But which one? That choice is left to each student. This is the first place in the course where students typically begin to confront alternatives (while developing an understanding of UDL from a first-hand perspective). Some are charmed by the choice of alternatives, others become alarmed. For some, the fact that either book will suffice does not square with the ways in which they have been taught to use textbooks. While there is likely considerable overlap between
the books, every student knows that there will clearly be topics, ideas, names, facts, experiments, or methods in one that are not included in the other. One of the books is even much thicker than the other, so how can one even think about buying the thinner one – for fear critical information is left out?

Students soon note, and we also point out, that the books are different not only in the content they present, but in the way they present the content. One book by Banich (2004) has a great deal more words (it is also much thicker). It is a highly literate, well-written and researched book that is authoritative and scholarly, with occasional illustrations. The main thrust is clearly the text. The other book, by Carter (1998), is highly visual, loaded with drawings and diagrams. It is a thinner book, with many fewer words but with many more diagrams, illustrations, color, graphics, and maps. Having noticed the difference, students are encouraged to buy the one that seems best for them. Typically, Carter’s book sells a bit more, but many students buy Banich. Students are encouraged to borrow each other’s books, to compare them and to get the best of both, and some do that. A few buy both books. Regardless, this first choice sets the stage for the course. It is not that either book is perfect, has the “truth” of cognitive neuroscience, or has the right way of presenting information for all students. Instead, students are confronted right from the start with the fact that they might not all like their information presented in the same way. It’s a start.

Later there are other choices about books. One of the books, Teaching Every Student in the Digital Age: Universal Design for Learning (Rose & Meyer, 2002), is available at the bookstore and library as usual. With the permission of the publisher, the entire book is also available on the web absolutely free at http://www.cast.org. Nonetheless most students choose to purchase it in print. For most students, reading a whole book online is not a positive experience. The print version is more convenient, more readable in the long run, and more familiar. Most of the students in this class are adult graduate students, immigrants to the land of digital books instead of natives. However, some students who are very pleased to joy exploring the format, especially embedded links, which foster connections to relevant material that may not be as easy to access through a print version.

Not all the course books are available in this alternative fashion yet. As a result, students who have dyslexia typically approach the Disability Services Office to scan the printed books into digital versions that they can use. This is an unfortunate, time-consuming, and expensive workaround to overcome the limitations of print, but that will soon change.

Earlier this year, the U.S. Department of Education endorsed, both houses of Congress passed, and President Bush approved a revision of IDEA that included a new policy: the National Instructional Materials Accessibility Standard (NIMAS). NIMAS stipulates that publishers must provide a digital source file of their printed textbooks to a national repository at the time of distributing print versions. Furthermore, states must distribute accessible versions of those source files to their students in a timely fashion. NIMAS is valuable because it specifies the format (an XML base with DAISEY tags) in which the textbooks must be provided, making it vastly faster and easier to generate many types of accessible and digital versions, and the format is consistent for all publishers and for all states and districts.

Officially, NIMAS only applies to preschool, elementary, and secondary education. However, the popularity of NIMAS among states and publishers alike has led many colleges and state systems, as well as publishers, to consider adopting the NIMAS standard for postsecondary use as well. However, these ideas have yet to be implemented in any formal or systemic way. Soon, we believe that there will be readily available textbooks in both print and digital accessible versions.

Multimedia, the Course Website, and Universal Design for Learning

Text and textbooks are a limited presentation medium. In the T-560 course, we include a richer set of media as alternatives. The use of video for lectures is an example, but the simplest expansion of media comes from using the web as the basic skeleton for the course.

The course website is central to the course in many ways. It serves as a frame that holds the syllabus, the assignments, the discussion groups, the projects, the class notes, the class videos, the PowerPoint slides for the lectures, and much more. For each week, there are also links to many websites that are presented as additional representations of the topic for the week, or as scaffolds and supports for student learning.  

While, in general, there are many low quality materials on the web, some websites are extremely informative and relevant to our class. An advantage of websites is the rich set of media out of which they are constructed. As an example, one of the course lectures draws heavily
on understanding optical illusions. While, there are typical examples of illusions in both textbooks, there are several extraordinary websites devoted entirely to understanding illusions. These websites have extensive collections with accompanying explanations. Moreover, the range of illusions is far more extensive and dramatic than those available in print. For example, illusions of movement or sound cannot be captured in text. During the lecture, which is always conducted with a live connection to the web, some of these more dramatic illusions are exhibited and discussed.

In the course website, the multimedia syllabus conveys not only the text “readings” for the week, but also the websites and other media, all available for easy access through simple clicks of a mouse. These alternatives are mildly engaging for some students, but for others this chance to explore course ideas in a broader and richer context is very important. In fact, for some students who were born in a different generation than their professors, this use of contemporary media seems essential for relevance and comprehensive understanding.

Assessment Methods for the Course

It is not enough to use the framework of UDL only when considering how to present and teach methods information or skills. It is also essential to consider UDL as a framework to guide the design of another critical element of instruction: assessment. In considering assessment, we will focus on the second principle of UDL: providing multiple means of action and expression. While the other principles are also part of assessment, for brevity we will focus on the obvious fact that assessment draws heavily on the ways in which students are required to demonstrate and express what they know. From a UDL perspective, it is essential to provide multiple means for that expression.

There are many assessment techniques, the choice of which should be aligned with, and constrained by, the goals of the course. In our course, we want to develop students who are not only able to recognize UDL in practice, but who can also express that knowledge in action. Whether they are designing a curriculum or a workshop, choosing from among a number of curricular options, or preparing to teach a single unit or lecture, we need to know whether they can effectively apply what they have learned. Is it usable knowledge? Administering multiple-choice tests or essay questions is not likely to be an adequate measure of those abilities, nor is writing a traditional paper about how they might apply what they have learned. As a result, we require that students complete two projects on which they are graded.

Midway through the course, students prepare and submit a midterm project that requires them to review the research literature on one type of learner (of any age level, including adults) and to create a website. Students are encouraged to choose an atypical learner as their focus. While “atypical” is usually associated with a disability of some kind (dyslexia, autism, ADD/ADHD, Turner’s Syndrome, William’s syndrome, etc.), past projects have focused on other types of atypical learners, including those for whom English is a second language and students with gender dysphoria. Students research current neuropsychological literature to identify what is known about the underlying neurology of that type of learner, and to articulate their resulting strengths and weaknesses for that learner in a specific subject or educational setting (e.g., dyslexic students in a 5th-grade science lab).

Traditionally, the results of such student research is presented via a 10-page paper. However, the second principle of the UDL framework encourages greater flexibility in the means students can use to express what they have learned. As a result, students in T-560 can not only use text, but also images, sound, video, the web, and so forth. To stimulate their choices, we artificially limit the word count to approximately 1,500. We do that because most students, left on their own, tend to limit themselves to text because it is most familiar to them as an academic medium; with a low word limit, they must rely on alternative means to convey very complex reviews of neuropsychological research and their conclusions. For some students an expansion of possibilities is a bit threatening, for others the broader palette is very appealing.

When finished, all students must submit their projects in the form of a website that then becomes part of an online learning network where all students’ websites are linked up to each other. This manner of submitting their work is very challenging for some students, and many have never created anything on the web before. We have nonetheless chosen to use the web, rather than paper, as the vehicle for presentation for several reasons.

First, the web provides a rich and flexible foundation for using multiple media. Students can use text but also a rich variety of other media. Second, the web provides a way for students to learn from each other’s work. Whereas papers have a limited audience of the professor or teaching assistant, the projects on the website can be accessed by all members of the class. Not only is this more motivating for students, it is more instructive. Each year we see tremendous learning derived from this ability to view each other’s work. In fact, we now emphasize this type of collaborative learning by encouraging students to link their projects to those of other students. Particularly in the final projects, in which students de-
sign a lesson or curriculum that considers the profile of the learner in their first projects (and reflects the principles of UDL), students take great advantage of other students’ work as part of their background research for their own projects. But even more apparent is the explosive effect of particularly strong projects, especially ones that take advantage of the multiple media. The contagion of “best practices” is easily apparent, as high-quality projects serve as terrific, highly relevant models to emulate and learn from.

How are these projects, so public and non-traditional, graded? Each year students ask anxiously if we will grade on presentation or layout (as opposed to content). Most hope that we will not, primarily because they realize that some students in the class have highly developed skills as web or media designers. (There are students in the class who are majoring in media design.) Thus, some students may be at a considerable advantage in their presentation skills. This realization usually sparks an important dialogue in the class. Inevitably some students, usually students with dyslexia or English as a second language, raise the opposite point of view, hoping that presentation will indeed “count.” For them, the increased palette has “leveled the playing field” for the first time in their academic careers, and they are delighted to finally have an outlet that is more accurately reflective of their abilities.

Eventually, they learn that presentation does count. Certainly, we are forgiving for beginners, but we stress that even beginners can make good choices about the kinds of media that are optimal for expressing different kinds of knowledge. And we provide, in a UDL way, many different ways in which students can get support in making their presentations effective; that is, multiple ways to support expression.

Three types of support are customary. First, we provide plenty of models. For the first project, models are typically provided from the previous year’s class. For the second project, there are plenty of models from the first projects of their peers. Second, we provide multiple scaffolds. We offer labs or sections where students can come to learn the basics of both web design and the use of databases to find relevant literature. This year for the first time, we encouraged the students with advanced web design skills to offer these labs (as part of their participation credit), which was a big hit for both instructors and students. All the labs are at different skill levels so students can learn from any level of prior knowledge. We also encourage students to work collaboratively, and they do, even though they each are responsible for their own website. Students who are skilled at media design, even though they may not be knowledgeable in neuroscience or skilled in writing, turn out to be very popular as peer collaborators with educators and researchers who may know how to read a web page, but have never designed one. Complementarily, students who have excellent backgrounds in education, neuroscience, or research are popular collaborators for media designers struggling with the class content. The two projects - presenting research and then planning a lesson - draw on the varied strengths of students in the class, giving everyone a chance to have background knowledge rise to the fore.

Affect and Engagement in T-560

From a UDL standpoint, there is a final concern: Does the course succeed affectively, engaging the students? Does it engage different kinds of students? Does engagement sustain itself into changes in practice? Overall, there are indications that the course engages a reasonably broad range of students. For one thing, the course is popular. This is especially notable because it requires a considerable amount of work in difficult subjects, the course is not required for any degree concentration, and there is no special education major at Harvard. What attracts students?

We believe that one of the significant attractions of the class is its attempt to respond to individual differences, providing multiple ways of presenting information and allowing students to respond. Of particular importance, especially for adult learners, is the ability to make choices (e.g., Cordova & Lepper, 1996).

In the course, as we have noted, students experience choice in almost every arena: choices in the textbooks they choose to read, the kinds of media they prefer to learn from, the timing and level of discussion groups, the media mix they use for their projects, the format for discussions, the amount of support they prefer, and the ways to interact with materials. For some students there are still not enough choices, and for some there are too many. But overall, the mere availability of choice is a tremendous source of attraction and motivation in the course.

There is a second way in which choice is important, and it addresses the faculty and teaching assistants. Because there are multiple means of interaction in the course, there are choices for the faculty as well. At the beginning and throughout the course, we emphasize the different areas in which we as members of the teaching staff have strengths and weaknesses (in content areas, web design, pedagogical strategies, etc.). This “distributed intelligence” eliminates having to be everything to everyone. It also models for students the value of collaborative teaching and learning. To some extent, the instructors choose the kinds of interactions with which they are
most comfortable, and at times they choose situations where they will be challenged to learn relatively new information or skills with the support of other instructional staff, placing them in the best positions to succeed and to feel engaged.

Lastly, it is important to emphasize a secondary benefit of universal design. Because there is a richer media mix in the course than in many others, there are opportunities to specialize. It is very clear that, over the last five years during which the alternative media became more prominent, the lectures have become better. Essentially, just as radio differentiated from television and became more popular in the process, the lectures have been able to differentiate themselves from the other course media. The lectures are used less for information dispensation and more for teaching, modeling, emphasizing, and connecting. They are used more for the kinds of things for which they are optimal.

### Conclusion and Recommendations

There are two broad kinds of solutions for addressing the “problems” of individual students, including those with disabilities. On the one hand, the problems can be considered “individual” problems (e.g., the student has a disability that interferes with his or her ability to access the content of the course, to express knowledge, or to engage optimally in it). Such a view fosters solutions that address weaknesses in the individual. On the other hand, the issues can be considered “environmental” problems in the design of the learning environment. For example, the typical overreliance on printed text for presenting content and evaluating students clearly, and differentially, raises barriers to achievement for some students while privileging others. Such an environmental view fosters solutions that address the limitations of the learning environment rather than the limitations of the student, while making the student less of a problem, and more a part of diversity within the course. The advantage of such universal solutions is that, as with such approaches in built environments, they are likely to be useful for many individuals; built once, applied many times.

We believe that both approaches are important from a pedagogical standpoint. In their intersection, moreover, we will find solutions that are not only more economical, but also more ecological. They reflect the fact that so-called disabilities always reflect mismatches between the environment and the individual. Right now, we believe that universities place too much emphasis on the disabilities in students, not enough on the disabilities in the learning environment. Accommodations and access issues are largely addressed on an individual basis, rather than on the level of courses, departments, or universities. Universal design presents other options and perspectives on access that will ultimately benefit all students, disabled and nondisabled.

### Endnotes

1. Additional resources for teaching and learning about UDL may be found at CAST’s website at http://www.cast.org. The book Teaching Every Student in the Digital Age: Universal Design for Learning (Rose & Meyer, 2002), which provides background for the principles and applications of UDL, may be found on the CAST website in an accessible format and free of charge. The website includes additional resources and templates, including PowerPoint presentations to assist individuals who are teaching UDL to faculty or other interested parties.

2. The website for the course described in this paper may be accessed at http://my.gse.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?course=gse-t560. Some sections of the website are not available to the general public to protect copyrighted material and the privacy of students who have contributed their work and words.
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